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Outcomes and Measurable Indicators Drive the Logic Model
Approach for a Liaison Program
Neville Prendergast, Dip. Ed, MLS
Betsy Kelly, MLS, MBA

1.The WUSM community benefits from the information and technology resources, and services of the library
1. Library services/collections better reflect the WUSM
research endeavors
Department members respond to survey with information 30% of people surveyed within 50% of
about research interests
departments respond
Library purchases materials in response to requests for
resources to be added to the collection (book, website,
other) from department
2. Library users will be skilled information consumers
Librarian's presence at department meetings results in
department members reporting use of new information
about clinical and research tools, i.e., EndNote
Number of hits to web page on information literacy

3. Library users will do better research
Researchers requesting and using liaison service report
positive effects on their research

25 items purchased

One or more positive responses from
departmental members through regular
communication channels
Ten or more hits of measurable (2+ seconds) to
the page within one year of launch from the
wustl ip range
At least one researcher uses this service.

2.There is a clear channel of communication between the academic and research components of the medical school
and the librarians who provide the information and technology resources.
4. Enhance communication, improve and increase direct servicing to the academic and research departments
Faculty/staff suggest book and journal tiltles for purchase 25 recommendations from departments were
received.
5. Foster increased visibility of the library, highlight the strength of its collections, programs and services,
and the professional competence of its librarians and technical staff

Use of Liaison Resource Guides 2005-2006

Timeliness

Traits that build Successful partnerships
Control (their control not sacrificed)
Own Success
Creativity
Quality of work
Culture and fit (mutually understood)
Quest for discovery
Excellent resources
Reputation
Expertise
Respect
Feel Good
Trust
Good Technology
Value alternatives
Helping them (and their colleagues )
Understand the history
Mutual Interest

2500
2000
1500

Audiology/Deaf Ed

1000

Otolaryngology

500

Conclusions
Successful liaison programs depend on building lasting
partnerships with individuals and groups. These are
ultimately built around understanding the users’ needs, but,
must be backed up by actions that are founded on positive
traits, and deliver value to the user.

0

March

Reputation
Sensitivity

February

Mobility
Non-intrusive

Simplicity
Success
Time & Money

January

Values that are important to the user
Communication
Options
Flexibility
Promptness
Free
Reliability

Information resource guide(s) web pages are used 10
times per month.

December

Information Resource guides are used by faculty

November

This approach of plan backward, implement
forward produced a logic model for the
program that combined the suggested elements.

Indicator

October

The project leader arrived at a set of broad goals
and objectives and a proposed list of activities.
The library leadership determined that workable
outcomes and indicators of measurable success
are the best way to determine that the program
is making an impact on changing user
perceptions and ensuring that the library is
meeting user needs. During a series of
collaborative meetings the professional staff
developed a logic model that articulates the
program goals, determines the desired
outcomes, and outlines ‘best’ indicators of
progress.

Outcome Activity

September

Library liaison programs require consideration of
the service needs of user groups and the
contributions of the provider group (librarians).
The goals and objectives of the program must
focus on these needs, and relevant outcomes
and measures of success need to be in place.

Goal

August

Using a logic model evaluative approach makes
for a better developed set of program goals and
sound methods of evaluation and assessment
for a library liaison program. Collaborative
planning will enable the library to track activities
and judge the effectiveness of the new service to
library users.

The plan backwards, implement forward logic model allowed
us to establish the outcomes we wanted and the indicators
of success and to track our work toward achieving the
program goals.

